PRESS RELEASE

VALENTINE’S
SOFITEL TIME FOR ROMANCE OFFER

Paris, 19 January 2009 - Relax in style with the one you love most, awake to a leisurely
breakfast in perfect privacy… The possibilities are endless. Choose city chic in a glamorous
metropolis... or unwind at water’s edge. In order to celebrate the love in luxuriant elegance,
Sofitel proposes the Time for Romance offer, specially created for the Valentine’s and valid
starting from January 15th, 2009 through February 28th, 2009 at participating hotels.

To cherish the moment and make it last, Sofitel has launched for its clients the special offer
Time for Romance with exclusive advantages:

- Luxurious comfort in elegantly styled accommodations, a perfect setting for romance
- The choice of delicious breakfast items, served in-room every day
And once during the stay:
- A bottle of Champagne on ice to sip in the privacy of the room
- A romantic gift of flowers or chocolates, for shared pleasure
- The luxury of time, with a late check-out until 4:00 p.m.

As a Valentines’gift Sofitel offers 20% on whole stay from two nights or longer!
Breathtaking destination for a Time for Romance package: French Polynesia
In the heart of Bora Bora blue lagoon, between turquoise and jade, or nestles on the white
sand beaches in Moorea, all Sofitel Luxury Hotels have been recently renovated, elegantly
combining the French way of life with the natural style of Tahitian culture. Perfect set to
share the intimacy of an exceptional moment!
Some examples of destinations which propose the Time for Romance offer:
New York from 230€, Sao Paulo from 320€, Paris from 270€, Bora Bora from 305€,
Marrakech from 235€… *

Information, Conditions & Réservation : www.sofitel-timeforromance.com

* Price / night / 2 pers. / for minimum 2 nights

*****

Sofitel reinvents French elegance in its hotels throughout the world.
Sofitel is the only french luxury hotels brand with a presence on five continents, in more than
50 countries. Sofitel proposes contemporary hotels and resorts adapted to today’s more
demanding and more versatile consumers who expect and appreciate beauty, quality and
excellence. Whether situated in the heart of a major city like Paris, New York or Bangkok, or
nestled away in a country landscape in French Polynesia or Brazil, each Sofitel property
offers a genuine experience of the French art de vivre.

www.sofitel.com

*****
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